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Fate apocrypha mordred master

━━━━━━━━━━━━━┓★★★⾚' • Mordred❛❛'ove o'y'y way 'ra'❜❜ - Mordred to AstolfoDoing my third favorite character from this series of Fate/Apocrypha.★★★┗━━━━━━━━━━━━━#AAThieves____________♕♕♕____________Her History____________♕♕♕____________Totally love this character! Saber of Red is also
known as Mordred, who is the servant of Kairi Sisigou. It is also separated from the Red Faction in the Great Holy Grail War. She is by far one of the best protagonists in the show Fate/Apocrypha.▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃I have to say that she is an estranged
figure with a really bloated attitude. Saber of Red is known as Mordred and the Knight of Treason. She was also born as a woman in Fate/Apocrypha. But Mordred was the son of King Arthur in her story, as she was a real girl because she was kept secret because she was the heir to the throne. I enjoy going over her
past, although Saber of Red went through some bad memories. It really is a touching past. I'm not really going to talk about how it was conceived by Artoria and Morgan le Fray. It was quite strange how it worked. Anyway, this child was definitely made a homunculus. If we know the definition of a homunculus, we know
that Mordred has received faster growth as a result of this status. Despite all these events, Mordred was told to defeat the king and take his place. Also, that Mordred inherits the throne. Mordred had been the protector and hated her life the most. I love how Morgan decided to tell Mordred that King Arthur would never
accept them. I was sad when I wrote this part... their story was indeed a handful. Mordred did not have the passion to rebel. But in the end was glad to be the successor of the knights. Mordred grew up mostly without a father, as she was rejected by King Arthur. Artoria didn't like her son, so she didn't give her anything.
She later became known as the dirty child of Morgan.▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃Ah so my girl, because the leader of this rebellion. That was more interesting than most of the noodles I dug into. Enunssel's rule had spread within power. This rebellion was
determined against King Arthur. All Mordred wanted in the end was to be recognized by her father or so Artoria. Then this had to be dragged out until the last battle between Artoria and Mordred. This was known as a memorable moment sad. Ah, so I learned why Artoria never gave Mordred the throne. That was because
she never had the ability to get it. I can't believe that's the case... I thought for sure she was suitable for such a high position. There was no winner in this fight... it was a sad end for both of them. Mordred died first when he left Artoria to die from the wound, the Mordred later on.____________♕♕♕____________Her
Appearance____________♕♕♕____▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃Ah Saber of Red has some really nice features. She wore mainly silver armor in red designs. She has medium long blonde hair in Apocrypha. Their appearance is very appealing, which for me is
rarely to say about female characters. Sometimes her hair was in a ponytail. I love her helmet, which would cover her whole face and head. One drawback is if she uses her noble phantasm, Mussred must completely remove her helmet. She doesn't like being called a woman, but Kairi initially had problems with her
appearance. Mordred, however, has normal clothing in public. Since I don't want to wear thick armor, anywhere.____________♕♕♕____________Her personality____________♕♕♕____________Such a hyperenergetic woman, I would say. She has a blabled mouth and won't close sometimes. She doesn't like to talk
much about her gender. No idea if it's because of her self-confidence or if she's more of a man. She tends to wear whatever she feels, whether it reveals or not. What I personality nothing against her thoughts. She tends to say what always comes to her mind. But her mistress thinks of her very much and marvels at her
previous relationships between her father. Personally, the two respect each other, but questions are key here. Although Mordred was in fact a rebellious child who wanted revenge in most of her young childhood... she hated her life and wanted her father to recognize her and be noticed. It is said that her anger is caused
by her past life and triggers her a little. Even the mention of her father brings out some of it. She is indeed a quiet person if she wants to. But she lives mainly with struggling others and fights helps her to calm herself.____________♕♕♕____________Her role in
Fate/Apocrypha____________♕♕♕____▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃Ah, so I loved her role personally! Even if this is done more than half the time, I will stay up to date maybe with this.. She was definitely amazing at first when I saw her fighting against Saber of
Black. I love their skills. So it was first summoned by Kairi. It was an amusing banter by the two, as she initially annoyed him. She was really mad when he called Mordred a she and she threatened to cut off his head. All Kairi wanted was her name, they are somehow ignored. Ignored. soon began to discuss their
background. So here I mostly got her background and realized how tragic it was. Saber was indeed a little paranoid from the place where he summoned her. As I walk away, I remember her meeting with Assassin of Red and Shirou at the beginning. The meeting was a little awkward because Saber was in her armor, as



Kairi was a little suspicious of the two. Again Shirou wanted her real name, because I remember what annoyed her. Saber of Red starts to get stuck a little bit and claims she can take all the servants at once. Sometimes I wish I could so I could see this epic battle. But later, as she left, the two had another banter. Kairi
and she talked about Mordred's past. But the best fight of all is when she fought Caster's of Black's golems. But it didn't end so well because she withdrew.▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃▃Although I try to think on my head. Nothing is up to date to go into detail with such
scenes. She fights Seig, who has been turned into Saber of Black. She was also confused and pissed. Simply because of this there was no defeat, because Seig was exhausted and transformed again. But Saber withdrew for a little. I was a little happy when she came back and finished Astolfo's garbage master, who
made him suffer. In the new episodes, however, she decides to side with the black faction because of Sitous's true intention. Whether the future will be deadly and its end is not as I expected, we will soon find out!__♕♕♕____________My Final Thoughts____________♕♕♕____________So I decided not to go into the
depths with their abilities. Because she has similar abilities to Artoria Pendragon. It is remarkably strong and probably stronger than Jeanne in some cases. I like how she sided on the side, which hopefully she doesn't reveal in the end. Personally, I hated her relationship with King Arthur. I wish they had a better
relationship. But it honestly wasn't, as I thought, would turn out. In Apocrypha she may not be the best saber, but her skills so far are amazing. I wish there was more of her because she fights with dignity and doesn't like to lose, as we can see. What have your personal thoughts been so far?♕━━━━━━━━━━━━━━♕-Thank
you for reading #Pikasquad-Zoeyblogs-Fateblogs This is a list of characters from Fate/Apocrypha, a Japanese light novel series based on type-moon's Fate/Stay Night franchise. Main character Sieg (, Jéku) Spoken by: Natsuki Hanae[1] (Japanese); Zach Aguilar[2] Victory is the male by Fate/Apocrypha. It is introduced
as an unnamed homunculus, one of many created by Gorde's music Yggdmillennia to unite the united Sieg possesses unexpected high-quality Magic Circuits and escapes his captivity and is rescued by Astolfo. When he is chased by Gordes and Siegfried, Sieg is fatally wounded, and Siegfried gives him his heart to
revive him. Although he is given the opportunity to lead a new life, Victory is forced to grant his Homunculi colleagues freedom to join the Great Grail War and become Astolfo's master after Celenike Icecolle Yggdmillennia was killed. Through Siegfried's heart, Victory can temporarily transform into the Germanic hero by
gaining his powers and noble fantasy. He continues to gain the ability to use the powers of Frankenstein's monsters. He develops a romantic bond with Jeanne. At the end of the story, Victory and Astolfo win the Grail War, Victory wants to turn into the Dragon Fafnir and carries the Great Grail to the back of the world to
prevent Shirou Amakusa's own desire. He stays there for some time before reuniting with Jeanne. Ruler () - Joan of Arcヌ (, Jannu Daruku) Spoken by: Maaya Sakamoto[1] (Japanese); Erika Harlacher[3] (English) Ruler is the female main character of Fate/Apocrypha. She is the ghost of the historical figure Joan of Arc,
who occupies the body of an ordinary French high school student named Laeticia (テ, Retishia), whose appearance is very similar to Jeanne. Laeticia usually stays in Jeman's subconscious, but occasionally interacts with the other characters. At first, Jeanne is unaware of why she was summoned as ruler, except to
ensure that the Great Grail War is fair. But she learns that her real purpose is to prevent Shirou Amakusa from hijacking the war to fulfill his own desire. Jeanne helps Victory start a new life, but has visions that he will join the war, despite her attempts to prevent it. She falls in love with Victory, but initially assumes that
these feelings belong to laticia. Jeanne is a courageous, compassionate, humble but honest figure who is incredulous that she is a holy girl as she was canonized. As a ruler class, Jeanne can command the other servants with command spells. Jeanne has two noble fantasies, Luminosité Eternelle, her military flag that
can repel enemy attacks; and La Pucelle, who manifests the flames that killed them. Jeanne is defeated in the final chapters of Fate/Apocrypha, while Laeticia is spared. Later, her spirit unites with victory on the back of the world. Black Faction Servant Saber of Black (黒 , Kuro no Seiba) - Siegfried (, フ, J.Kufurdo)
Spoken by: Junichi Suwabe[1] (Japanese); Ben Pronsky[4] Gorde's music Yggdmillennia's Servant. Siegfried, known as the appeared in the Nibelungenlied as a selfless heroic figure who killed the dragon Fafnir, bathed in his blood and became immortal. But, a lonely lime tree part of his back, left a stain of vulnerability,
leading to Siegfried's later death. Summoned by Gordes, Siegfried is forbidden to speak his true name to others, and he tacitly obeys Gordes' commands. When Victory is fatally wounded by his Lord, Siegfried removes his own heart and gives it to the Homunculus and becomes the first servant to die in the Great Grail
War. But victory can turn into Siegfried for a limited time. He has two noble fantasies, his sword balmung, which emits waves of energy, and armor from Fafnir, making his skin invulnerable to most attacks. Archer of Black (黒, Kuro no 'ch') - Chiron (ケ) Spoken by: Shunsuke Takeuchi[1] (Japanese); Jalen K. Cassell[5]
Fiore Forvedge Yggdmillennia's Servant. The Greek hero and centaur Chiron appears as A Man to hide his identity. Quiet, wise and loyal, Chiron Fiore serves well, but Caules convinces that his sister does not have the strength to be a magician. Chiron's desire is to recover his lost immortality. Achilles, who is Rider of
Red, was one of Chiron's students, and they share a combative rivalry throughout the story. Chiron and Astolfo remain the last servants of Black to take part in the battle against the Red Faction, Chiron defeated in a duel with Achilles, but used his noble fantasy, Antares Snipe, to remove Achilles' own immortality with a
celestial arrow. Lancer of Black (黒, Kuro no Ransa) - Vlad III (, Vurado Sansei) Spoken by: Rystara Okiayu[1] (Japanese); Ray Chase[6] Darnic Prestone Yggdmillennia's servant and leader of the Servants of Black. As a Romanian warlord and hero, Vlad wants to rebuild his kingdom, but erase the blemish that Count
Dracula made on his family's reputation. He is portrayed as an intimidating, charismatic but humble leader who dislikes Darnic's exaggerated flattery. Because he is in his old domain, Vlad's abilities are strengthened, but he weakens as soon as he moves the battle to the hanging gardens of Babylon. Vlad has two noble
fantasies, Kazikli Bay, which creates endless stakes to make enemies impal enemies, and legend of Dracula that turns him into the mythical vampire he despises. Vlad refuses to acknowledge or use his second noble fantasy, but is forced to do so by Darnic, who then imprints his soul on Vlad and turns it into a vicious
monster obsessed with acquiring the Great Grail. Both are slain by Shirou Amakusa with holy lances. Rider of Black (黒 - Astolfoフォ () - Astolfo () Faye Mata[7] Celenike Icecolle Yggdmillennia's Servant and one of the Twelve Paladins of Charl emagne. Astolfo, an androgynous, eternal Character, has no sense of
caution, referring to his mythical flight to the moon. Carefree carefree Self-confident and courageous, Astolfo finds his first master Celenike as an unpleasant character and soon befriends victory. He becomes Sieg's servant after Celenike was beheaded by Mordred. Astolfo has four noble fantasies, including a hippo
handle that serves as his mount, La Black Luna, a large hunting horn that emits sound rays, the golden lance Trap of Argalia, and Casseur de Logistille, a magic book that allows Astolfo to overcome most forms of Magecraft. Astolfo becomes the last surviving servant in the war, commissioned by Victory to help the world
as he sees fit. Berserker of Black (黒, Kuro no Béské) - Frankenstein's Monster (フケ怪ュ, Furankenshutain no Kaibutsu) Spoken by: Ai Nonaka[1] (Japanese); Sarah Anne Williams[8] Caules Forvedge Yggdmillennia's Servant. Frankenstein's monster is portrayed in Fate/Apocrypha as a person, not a fictional person.
When female creation by Victor Frankenstein appeared, it was rejected by its creator, who wished he would create a buddy for her. As Caules' servant, she refuses her real name, prefers to be approached as a Berserker, often responds with a grin, but is able to speak. She is a gentle soul, prone to flower picking, but
has an aggressive, dog-like side to her. Her wish for the Holy Grail is to grant her a buddy. She has two noble phantasms, Bridal Chest, her electric warhammer, and Blasted Tree, a powerful wave of lightning that will cause her to self-destruct. Berserker tries to kill Mordred with a blown tree, but is destroyed by
channeling part of their essence into Victory so that he can use their skills during his battle with Shirou Amakusa. Caster of Black (黒キ, Kuro no Kyasuta) - Avicebron (ケ) Cam Clarke[4] Roche Frain Yggdmillennia's Servant. Avicebron, a 12th-century philosopher who founded the Kabbalah thaumaturgical system in the
destiny universe, is the second servant summoned by Yggdmillennia. Because of his hatred of humanity, Avicebron wears a dysfunctional mask and claims to find looking people painful in their eyes. Together with Roche, he built large golems for Yggdmillennia. His Edlephantasm, Golem Keter Malkuth, is a gigantic
sentia golem who needs a final core in power. The final core is actually a human host with receptive Magical Circuits. Avicebron is on the side of Shirou Amakusa and sacrifices Roche to activate his noble fantasy. Chiron kills Avicebron, who continues to connect with his Golem Keter Malkuth by using his power to create
Eden on Earth, but it is destroyed by Victory and Mordred. Assassin of Black (黒 , Kuro no Asashin) - Jack the (, Jakku za Rippa) Spoken by: Sakura Tange[1] Tange[1] Erica Mendez[9] Reika Rikudou's servant. Originally summoned by Hyouma Sagara, Jack kills him as he tries to sacrifice Reika during the subpoena,
Reika becomes her master. Jack appears as a young girl born of a fusion of aborted children abandoned by prostitutes from Whitechapel, London. She addresses Reika as her mother, and together they murder magicians all over Romania, Jack eats her heart to replenish her life force. Because of the nature of her
identity, those who encounter Jack forget what she looks like. She has two noble fantasies, one of which emits an ominous, poisonous fog, and the other, Maria the Ripper, which allows her to replicate her notorious murders and can materialize her knives in female victims. After Reika is shot by Atalante, Jack transports
himself, Victory, Jeanne and Atalante to an illusion of Victorian London, in order to gain sympathy from the other characters. Jeanne, who knows her true nature, instead convinces Jack's collective souls to turn to the hereafter. Masters Darnic Prestone Yggdmillennia (ニ) ニミ ユ () Benjamin Diskin[11] Lancer of Black's
Master and The Leader of the Yggdmillennia Group. Due to the impurity of his family's bloodline, Darnic was outlawed by much of the magician community. He participated in the Third Holy Grail War, with Fionn mac Cumhaill as his Lancer-class servant, who worked with Nazi Germany to conquer the Holy Grail. But he
betrayed his allies and appeased the Great Grail to his fortress in Romania, waited sixty years to participate in another Holy Grail War, and fulfilled his desire to ensure the survival of his clan. Darnic kept his youth by exploring eternal life, and is said to have eaten a little soul. Darnic ends up in the early stages of the war,
gets involved with Vlad, becomes a vampire and is slain by Shirou Amakusa. Gorde's Music Yggdmillennia (ゴ, a, ユミニ, Gorudo Mujéku Yugudomirenia) Spoken by: Toru Ohkawa[10] (Japanese); Brad Venable[12] Saber of Black's Master and a First-Class Alchemist. Gordes, a pompous, proud, overweight and slightly
offended man, created the many homunculi that serve Yggdmillennia. His arrogant command of Siegfried causes him to waste two of his spells of command early, and he remains without a servant when Siegfried kills himself to save victory. Gordes survives the war, encouraged to treat his Homunculi as individuals,
supported by his assistant Toole. Fiore Forvedge Yggdmillennia (フ, フォニミ, ユ fiore Foruvejji Yugudomirenia) Spoken by: Chinatsu Akasaki[10] (Japanese); Kayli Mills[13] Archer of Black's Caules' older sister, and a magus with great talent who knows his way around spiritual evocation and human technique. She has
been confined to a wheelchair since birth and wants the Grail to heal her legs while retaining her Magus skills, which would otherwise not be possible. Fiore uses Bronze Link manipulators that appear as four mechanical, armed limbs so they can walk around and scale buildings. She's a sweet, kind, compassionate, but
while she's putting on a hard look, she lacks the often cold demeanor needed to be a magician. Caules and Chiron eventually persuaded her to retire as a magician because she was unable to take her orher's life. She transfers her Magic Circuits to Caules, which makes him the boss of Yggdmillennia. In the epilogue of
the story, Fiore is seen undergoing physiotherapy to learn how to walk. Caules Forvedge Yggdmillennia () フォ ユユミニ, Kauresu Foruvejji Yugudomirenia) Spoken by: Ysuke Kobayashi[10] (Japanese); Tom Bauer[14] Berserker of Black's Master and a magician who can summon inferior spirits, insects and animals. He
is Fiore's younger brother, who is dedicated to her. Although it is positioned as a replacement for them, it has minimal magical abilities. Since he has no personal desire for the Holy Grail, he concludes that he would spend his wish on Fiore. He has a close partnership with Berserker, treats her with respect and trust, and
hesitates to allow her to use her destructive noble fantasy. He persuades Fiore to resign as both the magician and the head of Yggdmillennia, and has their Magic Circuits transferred to him. He, Fiore and Gordes are the only survivors of Yggdmillennia. Celenike Icecolle Yggdmillennia (ニケ, ユニミ, Serenike Aisukoru
Yugudomirenia) Spoken by: Shizuka Ishigami[10] (Japanese); Lauren Landa[4] Rider of Black's Master and a Dark Art Practitioner who has sadistic and deviant sexual tastes. She called Astolfo only to torture and hurt him, even though he is bored only by her wishes. Due to Astofoo's growing concern about Victory,
Celenike vows to kill Victory and confronts them after fighting Mordred. Celenike uses her command spells to assassinate Astolfo Victory, but is beheaded by an outraged Mordred. Roche Frain Yggdmillennia (ニミ ユ フ, Roshe Furein Yugudomirenia) Spoken by: Emiri Katé[10] (Japanese); Erica Mendez[9] Caster of
Black's Master and a prodigy magus who creates golems with his servant, whom he considers his teacher. Obsessed with his practice, Roche Golems prefers the people she sees with little concern. He idolizes Avicebron in the hope that together they can create his own golems. However, Roche betrays and uses it as
the final nucleus for his noble fantasy. Reika Rikudou (六導霞, Rikudé Reika) Spoken by: Mai Nakahara[10] (Japanese); Allegra Clark[15] Assassin of Black's Master Master a prostitute without talent as Magus, so she devoured Jack violent criminals to provide her with energy. Sagara Hyouma tried to sacrifice her to
summon Assassin of Black, but Jack killed him instead and identified Reika as her master and parental figure. Reika is friendly and maternal towards Jack, so she can kill criminals and magicians to eat her heart. She is shot in the chest by Atalante and uses her command spells to ensure Jack is spared. Red Faction
Servant Saber of Red (⾚ , Aka no Seiba) - Mordred (, Médoreddo) Spoken by: Miyuki Sawashiro[1] (Japanese); Erica Lindbeck[16] Kairi Shishigou's Servant. She is the daughter of Artoria Pendragon and her sister Morgan le Fay. Mordred appeared in Fate/stay night and Fate/Zero in flashbacks, but her face was not
revealed until Apocrypha. She has a good relationship with her master and wants to use the Grail to challenge her right to be King of Camelot and to receive her father's recognition as her legacy. Mordred was killed by Artoria, but not before she fatally wounded her father, leading to Artoria's rise as a heroic spirit.
Mordred is proud, haughty, confident and doesn't like being approached as a woman. She has two noble phantasm, her armor Secret of Pedigree, which hides her identity from discovery, and her magical sword Clarent Blood Arthur, which fires destructive energy explosions. Mordred and Shishigou stand on the side of
the surviving Yggdmillennia Masters and Jeanne to defeat Shirou Amakusa, the duo who fight and defeat opposite Semites, but Mordred fades after Shishigou dies of his wounds. Archer of Red (⾚ ( Aka no 'ch') - Atalanta (,テ atarante) Spoken by: Saori Hayami[1] (Japanese); Allegra Clark[15] (English) Originally
Rottweil Berzinsky's servant. The Greek heroine and archer, who was raised by Artemis, Atalanta sport animal ears and a tail in reference to her legends. Their desire for the Holy Grail is to love and protect all the children of the world. Atalanta and Achilles work together in the light novels, Achilles addresses them as
Missy. When Jeanne kills Jack the Ripper, Atalanta furiously swears revenge on her, convinced that Jack could have been saved. Her assassination attempt on Jeanne is interrupted by Achilles, and both defeat each other. Before her death, Atalanta admitted that her dream was unrealistic, but still wanted to pursue him.
She has two noble fantasies, Phoebus Catastrophe, which unleash a volley of divine arrows blessed by Artemis and Apollo, and Agrius Metamorphosis, the fur of the Kalydonian boar, which gives Atalanta a monstrous appearance, but physical abilities. Lancer of Red (⾚ ( Aka no Ransa) - Karna (, Karuna) Spoken by:
Kéji Yusa[1] (Japanese); Chris Niosi[17] (English) Originally Fened before Servant and later Shirou Kotomine's servant. An Indian demigod who appears in the Mahabharata, famous for his indomitable will and archery, but here he was summoned as a Lancer. Karna appears as a white-haired, pale-skinned man with
golden armor. Although portrayed as cold and detached, Karna shows loyalty to his master Feend before Sembren, whom he never encounters in history, and obeys Shirou Amakusa's orders without question. He is first assigned to the assassination of Jeanne, but is stopped by Siegfried, who both promise a longer duel
at a different time. During the last battle, Karna asks Caules to remove the other Masters of the Reds from the hanging gardens of Babylon. Karna and Victory have a duel, Astolfo uses Achilles' Noble Phantasm to support Karna's defeat. After the defeat, Karna expresses no regret or resentment towards Victory, Astolfo
praises him for maintaining his pride as a servant. Karna has three noble phantasms, Kavacha and Kundala, his almost invulnerable armor and earring, the explosive projectile Brahmastra Kundala and the holy spear Vasavi Shakti, who draws his power from the sun. Rider of Red (⾚ , Aka no Raid) - Achilles (キ,
Akireusu) Joe Zieja[18] (English) Originally Cabik Pentel's servant and later Shirou Kotomine's servant. The immortal Greek hero Achilles was taught by Chiron how to be a hero, both back on the battlefield as enemies. He is portrayed as a heroic, confident and noble character. After defeating Chiron in a fistfight, Achilles
loses his immortality when Chiron's Noble Phantasm hits his infamous heel. After giving Astolfo one of his noble phantasms, Achilles fights Atalanta, and both die of deadly wounds. Achilles has several noble fantasies, including his car Troias Tragidia and the akhilleus cosmos shield, which conjures up a miniature replica
of a Colosseum that blocks attacks. Caster of Red (⾚,キ, Aka no Kyasuta) - William Shakespeare (ピ U'Iriamu Sheikusupia) Spoken by: Tetsu Inada[1] (Japanese); Keith Silverstein[19] Originally Jean Rum's servant and later Shirou Kotomine's servant. William Shakespeare, an eccentric, theatrical but manipulative
servant, bamboozles his fellow human servants with his dramatic phrasing and usually quotes his own plays. He intentionally takes on a supporting role in the Great Grail War so that he can write a play about the other servants and masters, although Shirou Amakusa forbids him from writing a tragedy about Shirou's
efforts. He becomes the last surviving servant of Red, who witnesses how Victory removed the Great Grail, and regrets that he is not the hero of his own could be. His noble fantasy, First Folio, enables him to create sophisticated illusions based on an individual's past. Assassin of Red Red Aka no Asashin) - Semiramis
(ミミ, Semiramisu) Spoken by: Kei Shindé[1] (Japanese); Allegra Clark[15] Shirou Kotomine's servant. She uses poison as her weapon, but can also double as caster class due to her magical abilities. She is very loyal to Shirou, his co-conspirator in his plans, and is hinted at being in love with him too. She is
extravagantly dressed, commanding, dominant, but prone to anger when defiant or questioned. Semiramis has two noble fantasies, the hanging gardens of Babylon, which serve as servants of the Red Headquarters, and Sikera Uum, so that it can make an environment toxic. Although she was defeated by Mordred,
Semiramis lives long enough to allow Shirou to die painlessly with a poisoned kiss. Berserker of Red (⾚ - Spartacus () Spoken by: Satoshi Tsuruoka[1] (Japanese); Josh Tomar[4] Originally Diemlet Pentel's servant and later caster of Black's Servant when he was captured. He is known as the spirit of rebellion and takes
great joy in battle, a giant of a man who rebels and fights against all forms of oppression. Shakespeare sends Spartacus off to attack Yggdmillennia, but he is captured by the enemy, brainwashed to become Avicebron's servant. His noble fantasy is Crying Warmonger, who increases his power the more damage he
receives. Masters Shirou Kotomineミ () () Spoken by: Ki Uchiyama[1] (Japanese); Max Mittelman[20] Assassin of Red's Master, Shirou Kotomine represents the Holy Church in war and is supposed to cover the battles. In reality, he is Amakusa Shirou Tokisada (草 四郎 時貞, Amakusa Shira Tokisada), a Japanese
Christian who led the Shimabara rebellion in the Edo period. He was summoned by the Zzberns as a servant of the ruling class during the Third Holy Grail War. Shirou is a kind, polite and virtuous character who plans to use the powers of the Great Grail to transform humanity into consciousness beings, in eternal states
of eternal bliss, and free from sin and death. He manipulates the other masters of red, except Shishigou, to give him their command spells so that he can command their servants. The Red Faction uses the hanging gardens of Babylon to steal the Great Grail, Shirou uses it to activate his desire. But the deeds of victory
lead to Shirou's defeat, and Semiramis, through a poisoned kiss, gives him a quick, painless death. Victory asks the Holy Grail to fulfill his own desire to become a fafnir and to carry the Grail to the back of the world, thereby destroying Shirou's desire. Shirou still possesses a heroic spirit and noble fantasies, one of which
is a replica Katana is recreated by Shakespeare. His arms allow him to perform miracles and use all kinds of magic. Kairi Shishigou (獅劫離) (獅劫離) by: Kenji Nomura[10] (Japanese); Patrick Seitz[21] Saber of Red's Master. Shishigou, a freelance necromancer hired by the Clock Tower as the reds' seventh champion, is
a confident, pragmatic man. At some point in the past, Shishigous's ancestor made a deal to acquire the family's necromancer property, but his bloodline was marked with a curse, making it difficult to reproduce. Shishigou adopted a daughter, but his attempt to transfer his coat of arms to her led to her death. He hopes to
use the Holy Grail to undo her death. He gets along well with Mordred, the duo who act independently of the rest of the Red Faction. They stand on the side of Ruler Victory and the remaining Black Masters to defeat Shirou Amakusa after it was revealed that he is manipulating the war for his own benefit. Shishigou and
Mordred defeat Semiramis, but Shishigou succumbs to wounds he receives in battle. Jean Rum (, Jén Ramu) She is the original master of the Caster of Red and is highly qualified in wind element magic. Rottweil Berzinsky () ペキ, Rottoweru Perujinsuk) He is the original master of the archer of red and is a Magus-for-
tenant. Feend before Sembren (ォ フ) He is the original Master of Lancer of Red and Professor at the Clock Tower. Cabik Pentel (キ) is the new Gum Brother ペテ, Kyabku Penteru) Deimlet Pentel (a. ペテ, Demuraito Penteru) He is the original master of Berserker of Red and is the elder Gum Brother. Other King Arthur
() Spoken by: Ayako Kawasumi (Japanese); Michelle Ruff[4] The King of Knights and Father of Mordred, whom she despises by not recognizing her as the legacy of the King of Knights. She is actually Saber of Fate/stay night. Medea (, Media) Spoken by: Ai Nonaka (Japanese); Laura Post (English) The Princess of
Colchis, who is faithful to Atalanta because they are close to each other. She is actually caster of Fate/stay night, albeit in her recent appearance as Medea Lily (, Media Rir) of Fate/Grand Order. Gilles de Rais (, Jiru do Rei) Spoken by: Satoshi Tsuruoka (Japanese); Dan Woren (English) Originally a national hero during
the Hundred Years' War, while he served under Jeanne after helping to retake Orleans, and he received the highest honor with the title of Marshal of France. It is materialized by Shakespeare during the height of the Great Holy Grail War. He is actually caster of Fate/Zero, albeit in his performance as a knight, before he
turns into a serial killer. Hyouma Sagara (相) assassin of the original Master of Blacks, who was killed and consumed when he tried to sacrifice Reika Rikudou for summoning the Assassins. Rocco (フ, Rokko Berufeban) Spoken by: Tomohisa Aso Head of the Summoning Department at The Mage's Association. He
commits Kairi Sisigou as the reds' champion. Lord El-Melloi II( エ, R'do Erumeroi Nisei) Spoken by: Daisuke Namikawa (Japanese); Lucien Dodge (English)[22] A professor at the clock tower and Reines' older foster brother. Previously, he was known as Waver Velvet in his youth. Reines El-Melloi Archisorte () エゾテテ,
Rainesu Erumeroi ii. Trimmau (マ, Torimumau) The Magd Golem of Reines El-Melloi Archisorte. Flat Escardos (フ, エ Furatto Esukarudosu) Spoken by: Yoshitsugu Matsuoka (Japanese); Khoi Dao[23] A student of the Magecraft at the clock tower with boundless potential and talent, but little intelligence or common
sense to stop it. He has a happy personality and is whimsical and friendly. Bram Nuada-Re Sophia-Ri (ヌァフ, Buramu Nwazare Sofiari) The successor to the Head of the Department of Vocation in the Mage's Association. Serge (ュ, Seruju) Spoken by: Hiroshi Naka An elderly man who lives in Trifas and opens his
house to victory and ruler. Risei Kotomine (⾔, 璃 kotomine Risei) A priest of the Church. Touki Shishigou (獅劫 燈貴, Shishiga Téki) Kairi Shishigou's father. Alma Petresia (ペマ, Aruma Petoreshia) A Christian sister of the Church of Trifas. Toole () Spoken by: Minako Kotobuki (Japanese); Michelle Ruff[24] A battle-type
Homunculi created by Gordes with a well-groomed and lively personality. Althea (, Arutsia) A homunculus that stands out and is reserved in Magecraft, but has an evil tongue. Gunther () Spoken by: Tsuyoshi Koyama Hagen (, H'gen) Spoken by: Susumu Chiba Morgan Le Fay (,ガ Morugan) Spoken by: Aya Endo
(Japanese); Katelyn Gault[25] Avi Dikhail (*ケ, Avi Dikeiru) Spoken by: Tatsuyuki Kobayashi Merlin (マ, Spoken by: Takahiro Sakurai Justeaze Lizrich von Einzbern (ユヒテァ, フォ yusutétsa Rizuraihi fon Aintsuberun) Spoken by: Sanae Kobayashi A homunculus All Einzberner Homunculi were made for their
appearance, examples are Irismuch by Fate/Zero and Illyasviel by Fate/stay night. Servants who were seen sakata Kintoki (坂, ⾦時, Sakata Kintoki) David (, Dabide) Musashiba Benkei (坊弁, Musashiba Benkei). New promo video, cast, July premiere. Anime News Network. Retrieved April 1, 2017. So honored to
announce that I will play Victory in Fate Apocrypha! Watch it on Netflix!. Twitter. November 7, 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. Incredibly honored to announce that I am Joan d'Arc aka Joan of Arc aka Ruler in Fate/Apocrypha, now on Netflix. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. * a b c d e Fate/Apocrypha English
Cast and Crew. Imgur. Retrieved 2017-12-19. Late Night Announcement, but I'm so excited to announce that I'm Chiron, Archer of Black in #FateApocrypha, streaming on #Netflix !!!. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. I played Vlad the Impaler in Netflix's Fate/Apocrypha out today!. Twitter. Retrieved November 7,
2017. I play Astolfo / RIDER of Black in Fate/Apocrypha, now available on #Netflix!! I love this character so much. Enjoy! #FateApocrypha. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. * New Character I Voice: Berserker of Black, A.K.A Frankenstein in the english dub of Fate/Apocrypha, now streaming on Netflix! She's a good
girl and I'm wuving her. :) #FateApocrypha. Twitter. 7 November 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. A b I not only tune Roche Frain Yggdmillenia and Assassin of Black in Fate/Apocrypha, but also make the script adaptation!. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. * a b c d d f g h Fate/Apocrypha TV Anime Unveils
Masters' Cast, Latest Videos. Anime News Network. Retrieved June 17, 2017. All my outtakes from #FateApocrypha are just Darnic chastising his teammates like a Jewish mother. Twitter. 12 November 2017. Retrieved November 13, 2017. New Character Alert! Gorde's music Yggdmillennia in english dub by
Fate/Apocrypha, now streaming on #Netflix! #FateApocrypha. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. I play Fiore Forvedge Yggdmillennia in Fate/Apocrypha. The first 12 episodes will now be streamed on Netflix!. Twitter. 7 November 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. * Holy Grail War, Batman! I agree with Caules
Forvedge Yggdmillennia, Master of Berserker of Black in Destiny/Apocrypha! Part 1 is now on @netflix!. Twitter. 7 November 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. A b c It is late at the clock, but the hype never sleeps! I'm in Fate/Apocrypha, now on Netflix! I'm the Assassin of Red, Archer of Red, &amp; Reika Rikudou.
Twitter. 7 November 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. Are you my master? I agree to Mordred aka Saber of Red in Fate/Apocrypha, now available on Netflix. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. * I'm Karna, Lancer of Red on the English dub of Fate/Apocrypha. Twitter. 7 November 2017. on November 7, 2017. *
WHAT A DAY. Guys, I can now say I'm RIDER OF RED in the #anime #FateApocrypha on #Netflix now. Griffin gripping book when you are ready to watch!. Twitter. Retrieved November 8, 2017. @SilverTalkie did you tell William Shakespeare in Fate/Apocrypha? If not forgotten, I asked. Twitter. November 9, 2017.
Retrieved November 16, 2017. Watch Fate Apocrypha on Netflix! I play Shirou Kotomine!. Twitter. November 7, 2017. Retrieved November 7, 2017. Thanks to @tsunderica I will never see *not* Bounty Hunter Dog when I look at Kairi from #FateApocrypha. Twitter. Retrieved November 7, 2017. • Dodge, Lucien
(November 9, 2017). I reproduce an old favorite in Fate/Apocrypha, now with 10,000x more Grump. Twitter. Retrieved December 14, 2017. * Midnight Announcement! You can hear me as Flat Escardos in the first episode of Fate/Apocrypha. The first 12 episodes will now be streamed on Netflix!. Twitter. Retrieved
November 7, 2017. I'm such a tool. No, really.... Tools from #FateApocrypha on Netflix. Look at it!. Twitter. November 13, 2017. Retrieved November 14, 2017. Happy to announce that I have Morgan Le Fay in #FateApocrypha now available on #Netflix. Thank you @BangZoom for the opportunity!. Twitter. 7 November
2017. Retrieved 8 November 2017. Retrieved from
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